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Asperger's Syndrome For Dummies addresses everything that both people living with the
condition and their own families have to know.Asperger's Syndrome For Dummies includes:Part
We: Understanding Asperger's syndrome (While)Chapter 1: Introducing Asperger's
syndromeChapter 2: Discovering the causes of Asperger's syndromeChapter 3: Diagnosing
Asperger's syndromePart II: Coping with Asperger's syndromeChapter 4: Enjoying Existence with
Asperger'sChapter 5: Obtaining the most out of education and the workplaceChapter 6: Locating
independence and advocating for your rightsPart III: Supporting people who have Asperger's
syndromeChapter 7: Parenting and Asperger's syndromeChapter 8: Relating to adults with
Asperger's syndromeChapter 9: Creating an While friendly environmentPart IV: Discovering
treatments, medication, diet and environments for ASChapter 10: Navigating Behavioural
Treatments for Asperger's Syndrome Chapter 11: Understanding medication and diet plan in
Asperger's syndromePart V: Part of TensChapter 12: Ten Organisations to choose help and
informationChapter 13: Ten positives about coping with Asperger'sChapter 14: 10 famous
people who all probably had Asperger's From explaining symptoms and obtaining a diagnosis,
through to overcoming bullying in universities and choosing between your therapy and medical
treatments available, this is a complete guideline to surviving and thriving with the problem.
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Sexist depiction of women is usually pathetic and the constant use of very regional British slang
is annoying This book is poorly written with operate on sentences, bad grammar and an
annoyingly often use of very localized slang probably used only in several pubs in a few
borough of London. It also portrays women in significantly less than complimentary stereotypes,
ie. "women always do things in twos and so are only interested in buying shoes". One concern i
did have is that it is very UK concentrated, all links and some info in the book could really just be
employed if you lived in the united kingdom...Don't waste your time or money. Helpful book
Very informative book! Excellent buy for Novices I thought this book was very comprehensive
and detailed, lots of information although more of a beginners guide, don't purchase it if you're
seeking more.. Very Good Full of resourceful information.Seriously this was a difficult
publication to read, completely useless simply because a way to obtain information or insight
into Asperger's with the only possible entertainment value being had when my spouse told me
what all the slang terms meant..Uncertain in what another reviewer said about the focus on boys
and men with Aspergers, this publication did have a short section on young ladies and women in
the spectrum. . I would recommend this for anyone who would like to learn more and
understand the how, why, where, and what about Asperger's Great device! I am learning plenty
Great tool!... I am learning a lot! Written for the lay person, extremely explanatory and concise..
Very Useful This is an extremely Useful and educational book on Aspergers Syndrome and would
recommend this anyone who as Aspergers or There Family and Friends A very useful-sounding
book, BUT.So why isn't there a USA edition?!? Without one, the perspective is bound to be rather
limited (to state the least)!
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